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Topics

• Sub-facility Overview
• View Details About a Sub-facility Component 

• Edit a Sub-facility Component
• Merge Duplicate Sub-facility Records
• Link a Sub-facility Program Record to a Different Registry 

Record
• View Sub-facility Associations

• Process Secondary User Submissions
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Sub-facility Overview
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Expanded EPA FRS Data Model Reflects Programs’ Reporting 
Requirements
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Relationships 

between 

process units, 

controls, and 

release points, 

along with start/

end dates will 

be captured

Each control unit 

will have a unique 

ID, location, start/

end dates, physical 

attribute data

Each process unit 

will have a unique 

ID, location, start/

end dates, physical 

attribute data

All physical features that are 

components of the facility will be 

captured with relationships and 

start/end dates, extending the 

existing FRS model

Each monitor (if 

available) will have 

a unique ID, 

location, start/end 

dates, physical 

attribute data

Where available, other 

release points and 

connections will be 

captured with 

relationships and start/

end dates, i.e. ash 

lagoons, NPDES permits, 

etc.

Each stack will 

have a unique ID, 

location, start/end 

dates, physical 

attribute data

Note:  Plant photo and schematic 
for illustrative purposes only

Old Model: 
This is one facility

Expanded Model:
More detailed 
view of facilities, 
including sub-
components and 
relationships 
between 
components



FRS Sub-facility Data
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• Registry records can 
have sub-facility data 
for multiple programs.

• Each EPA program or 
partner record can 
contain program-
specific sub-facility 
data

• The FRS data quality 
tool, FLA, has 
functionality to edit 
registry-level sub-
facility data and 
associations and to 
view program-level 
sub-facility data.



View Details About a Sub-facility 
Component
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Facility Details
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From the Facility Details screen, access the list of units associated 
with the facility by clicking the ‘Units’ link below the count box 
indicating the number of units located at the facility.

Similarly, click one of the other component type links (i.e., Release 
Points, Processes, Control Measures) to access details for these 
components. These slides use units as an example but the workflow is 
consistent across component types.



Unit Details
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On the unit details screen, a table lists the registry-
level units associated with the facility along with 
summary data about each unit. Click the ‘Unit ID’ 
link for a particular unit to review additional 
details about that unit.



Unit Details
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Upon clicking the ‘Unit ID’ in the table, data 
about the registry unit is displayed below the 
table. Clicking the ‘More Details’ arrow icon 
expands this section to reveal additional 
information about the unit.



Unit Details
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The expanded ‘More Details’ section displays additional 
data about the registry unit. The ‘Unit Program Data’ 
section of the screen lists the associated program-level 
unit records along with summary information about 
each program unit. To view additional data about the 
program-level unit, click the ‘Program Unit ID’ link for a 
particular program unit record.



Program Unit Details
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Clicking the ‘Program Unit ID’ link takes the user to the 
‘Program Unit Details’ screen. This screen provides data 
about the program unit. Clicking the ‘More Details’ 
arrow icon expands this section to reveal additional 
information about the unit.



Program Unit Details
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The expanded ‘More Details’ section displays additional 
data about the program unit. At the bottom of the 
‘Program Unit Details’ screen, tables are provided that 
list the other sub-facility components (i.e., control 
measures, processes, release points) associated with the 
unit, if applicable. To navigate to the details screens for 
an associated component, click the ID link in the table.



Program Process Details
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After viewing information about the associated 
component, click the ‘Back’ button at the top of the 
screen to navigate back to the ‘Program Unit Details’ 
screen.



Program Unit Details
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To return to the registry-level unit details screen, click 
the ‘Back’ button from the ‘Program Unit Details’ screen.



Edit a Sub-facility Component
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Edit Unit
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FLA allows data stewards to edit registry-level sub-
facility data. To navigate to the ‘Edit FRS Unit’ screen to 
edit a registry-level unit, click the ‘Edit’ link in the ‘Unit 
Details’ section.

Please note that editing of program data is not 
permitted in FLA.



Edit Unit
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The ‘Edit FRS Unit’ screen contains editable text fields and 
drop-down menus to allow data stewards to modify the 
data. Read-only fields are also displayed to provide more 
information and context, but they are not editable.

If edits are made, and a user clicks the ‘Cancel’ button, a 
pop-up is displayed that warns that any unsaved data will 
be lost. Clicking the ‘OK’ button will close the ‘Edit FRS 
Unit’ window and edits will be lost. Clicking the ‘Cancel’ 
button takes the user back to the ‘Edit FRS Unit’ screen.



Edit Unit
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The ‘Edit FRS Unit’ screen contains editable text fields and 
drop-down menus to allow data stewards to modify the 
data. Read-only fields are also displayed to provide more 
information and context, but they are not editable.

If edits are made, and a user clicks the ‘Cancel’ button, a 
pop-up is displayed that warns that any unsaved data will 
be lost. Click the ‘OK’ button to close the ‘Edit FRS Unit’ 
window and disregard edits. Click the ‘Cancel’ button to 
go back to the ‘Edit FRS Unit’ screen to continue editing.



Edit Unit
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After making edits on the ‘Edit FRS Unit’ screen, primary 
data stewards can click the ‘Save’ button to submit 
changes to FRS. Edits made by a secondary data steward 
are submitted for primary data steward review upon 
clicking ‘Save.’ After clicking ‘Save’ the user is returned to 
the ‘Unit Details’ screen.

Please note that the fields displayed differ across 
component types. For example, the ‘Edit Release Point’ 
screen includes fields that are dynamically enabled or 
disabled based on the release point type chosen. 



Merge Duplicate Sub-facility 
Registry Records
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Merge Duplicate Unit Records
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To navigate to the ‘Merge FRS Units’ screen to merge 
duplicate registry-level unit records, click the ‘Merge’ link 
in the ‘Unit Details’ section.

Please note that merging of program data is not 
permitted in FLA.



Merge Duplicate Unit Records
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The ‘Merge FRS Units’ screen provides a list of registry units with which 
the selected unit can be merged. 
• A search field is provided to filter the rows based on entered text. 
• An ‘Actions’ drop-down menu is also provided that gives options to 

filter, export, and save the table content. 
• The table columns are sortable and provide the ability to filter. 
• The ‘Retain’ column contains radio buttons to allow the user to 

indicate which unit to retain. The radio button for the unit from 
which the user clicked the ‘Merge’ link is selected by default.

• The ‘Merge’ column contains checkboxes to allow the user to 
indicate which units to merge. The checkbox for the unit from which 
the user clicked the ‘Merge’ link is checked by default.

Check one or more additional checkboxes to indicate which units should 
be merged.



Merge Duplicate Unit Records
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If units are selected to merge, and a user clicks the ‘Cancel’ button, a 
pop-up is displayed that warns that any unsaved data will be lost. Click 
the ‘OK’ button to close the ‘Merge FRS Units’ window and disregard 
updates. Click the ‘Cancel’ button to go back to the ‘Merge FRS Units’ 
screen to proceed with the merge process.



Merge Duplicate Unit Records
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After making merge selections on the ‘Merge FRS Units’ screen, primary 
data stewards can click the ‘Merge’ button to submit changes to FRS. 
Merges made by a secondary data steward are submitted for primary 
data steward review upon clicking ‘Merge.’ After clicking ‘Merge’ the 
user is returned to the ‘Unit Details’ screen.



Link a Sub-facility Program 
Record to a Different Registry 
Record
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Link Program Unit Record to Registry Unit Record
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Navigate to the ‘Program Unit Details’ screen from the 
‘Unit Details’ screen by clicking the ‘Program Unit ID’ link 
for the program unit that you will be linking to a 
different registry unit record. 

Please note that if a program unit record is the only
program record associated to the registry unit, it cannot 
be linked to a different registry unit.



Link Program Unit Record to Registry Unit Record
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To navigate to the ‘Link Program Unit to FRS Unit’ screen 
to link the program unit to a different registry unit, click 
the ‘Link to Different FRS Unit’ link on the ‘Program Unit 
Details’ screen.



Link Program Unit Record to Registry Unit Record
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The ‘Link Program Unit to FRS Unit’ screen provides a list of registry 
units with which the selected program unit can be linked if the data 
steward determines that the program unit record is linked to the wrong 
registry record. 
• A search field is provided to filter the rows based on entered text. 
• An ‘Actions’ drop-down menu is also provided that gives options to 

filter, export, and save the table content. 
• The table columns are sortable and provide the ability to filter. 
• The ‘Select’ column contains radio buttons to allow the user to 

indicate to which registry-level unit the program-level unit should be 
linked. The unit from which the user clicked the ‘Link to Different FRS 
Unit’ link is selected by default, in the background, to be linked to 
the selected registry-level unit.



Link Program Unit Record to Registry Unit Record
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If a registry-level unit is selected, and a user clicks the ‘Cancel’ button, a 
pop-up is displayed that warns that any unsaved data will be lost. Click 
the ‘OK’ button to close the ‘Link Program Unit to FRS Unit’ window and 
disregard updates. Click the ‘Cancel’ button to go back to the ‘Link 
Program Unit to FRS Unit’ screen to proceed with the linking process.



Link Program Unit Record to Registry Unit Record
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After selecting a registry-level unit on the ‘Link Program Unit to FRS 
Unit’ screen, primary data stewards can click the ‘Link’ button to submit 
changes to FRS. Linkages made by a secondary data steward are 
submitted for primary data steward review upon clicking ‘Link.’ After 
clicking ‘Link’ the user is returned to the ‘Program Unit Details’ screen.



View Sub-facility Associations
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View Sub-facility Associations
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From the Facility Details screen, access the ‘FRS Associations’ screen 
by clicking the ‘Associations’ link below the count box indicating the 
number of sub-facility associations for the facility.



View Sub-facility Associations
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The ‘FRS Associations’ screen displays a list of the facility’s sub-facility 
associations. Sub-facility associations are the relationships between 
components within the facility. A unit can utilize one or more related 
processes that release emissions from one or more related release 
points. Control measures are used to mitigate emissions being 
released. 
• A search field is provided to filter the rows based on entered text. 
• An ‘Actions’ drop-down menu is also provided that gives options 

to filter, export, and save the table content. 
• The table columns are sortable and provide the ability to filter. 

Click the ‘Back to Facility’ button to navigate back to the facility 
details screen.



Process Secondary User 
Submissions
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Process Secondary User Submissions
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To review sub-facility edit, merge, and linkage suggestions submitted by 
secondary users click the relevant ‘Count’ link (e.g., Emission Unit 
Linkages, Emission Unit Merges, Emission Unit Updates) in the 
‘Component Items Pending Review’ section of the FLA Home screen. The 
workflow is similar for processing linkages, merges, and edits. Merges 
will be used as an example.

Click the link in the ‘Count’ column for the ‘Emission Unit Merges’ row to 
view the ‘Secondary and Other User Submissions – Unit Merges’ screen.



Process Secondary User Submissions
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On the ‘Secondary and Other User Submissions – Unit Merges’ screen, a 
list of merges submitted by secondary data stewards is displayed along 
with information about each transaction. To reject the merge 
suggestion, click the ‘Reject’ link on the transaction row. 



Process Secondary User Submissions
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Clicking the ‘Reject’ link will take the user to a screen to enter comments 
about the rejection decision. 

After entering a comment, click ‘Cancel’ to cancel the rejection process 
and return to the ‘Secondary and Other User Submissions – Unit 
Merges’ screen. Click the ‘Submit’ button to proceed with the rejection 
and submit comments. Upon clicking ‘Submit,’ the user is returned to 
the ‘Secondary and Other User Submissions – Unit Merges’ screen.



Process Secondary User Submissions
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To accept the merge suggestion, click the ‘Accept’ link on the transaction 
row. Upon clicking the ‘Accept’ button, a message will display indicating 
that the duplicates have been successfully merged.



Process Secondary User Submissions
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To accept multiple merge suggestions at once, check the checkboxes next to 
each transaction row to be accepted and click the ‘Accept Selected’ button. 
Upon clicking the ‘Accept Selected’ button, a message will display indicating 
that the duplicates have been successfully merged.


